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Abstract

A central question in cognitive science is how semantic in-
formation is mentally represented. Two dominant theories of
semantic representation are language-based distributional se-
mantic models (which suggest that word meaning is based
on which words co-occur in language) and semantic networks
based on word associations (which suggest that words are rep-
resented as a network in which words with closer meanings
are more closely linked). We investigate the issue of seman-
tic representation through the lens of core vocabulary – the set
of words that are most central in the mental lexicon – which
these two theories make different predictions about. We re-
port on the results of an experiment that tests which measure
of core vocabulary most closely aligns with human behaviour
in a word-guessing game where the aim was to identify a target
word given a set of semantically related words as hints. Target
and hint words, which varied across trials, were generated from
different core vocabulary lists corresponding to these different
theories. Results revealed that the type of hint words did not af-
fect performance, but that better performance was attained for
target words derived from word associations than from natural
language distributional statistics. Follow-up analyses ruled out
several alternate explanations. Our results suggest that the se-
mantic information reflected in word associations may be more
involved in the efficient identification of lexical meaning.
Keywords: semantic representation; lexicon; distributional
semantics; concepts; core vocabulary; age of acquisition; fre-
quency; word associations

Introduction
The nature of semantic representation is a central question in
cognitive science: how are the meanings of words represented
in our mental lexicons? This and related questions (what is
the relationship between language and thought? how much
do the pressures of communication and learning shape our
lexicons) have been the focus of decades of research.

One prominent approach suggests that the meaning of a
word is derived in large part from the words it co-occurs with
in the linguistic environment. This language-based distribu-
tional approach is the basis of most state-of-the-art models
of language in machine learning and AI (e.g., Brown et al.,
2020) and has also been shown to predict human behaviour
fairly well (Mandera, Keuleers, & Brysbaert, 2017). A con-
trasting semantic network approach based on word associa-
tions suggests that we represent words in an interconnected
way, such that words with stronger links are more semanti-
cally related; as such, the meaning of a word is derived from
its position relative to the other words in the network.

Although the distributional approach is closely tied to nat-
ural language and the semantic network approach to word
associations, this is not always the case: word associations
can be encoded as a distributional model and semantic net-
works can be built from language co-occurrence data (Bel-

Enguix, Gómez-Adorno, Reyes-Magaña, & Sierra, 2019; Ro-
taru, Vigliocco, & Frank, 2018; Steyvers, Shiffrin, & Nelson,
2005). For this reason, our aim is to investigate differences
between these approaches not in terms of the format, but in
the actual content they encode. One of the main ways this
content differs is in the extent to which each incorporates
pragmatic information about what tends to be said instead
of what is merely sensed or thought about. In language-based
approaches, the meaning of a word is based entirely on how
words are used during communication. As a result, their se-
mantic representations are shaped more by pragmatic factors
of conversation and less by information that is sensory in na-
ture (Vankrunkelsven, Verheyen, Storms, & De Deyne, 2018;
De Deyne, Navarro, Perfors, & Storms, 2016; De Deyne,
Navarro, Collell, & Perfors, 2021). For example, during lan-
guage use a word like yellow might not be associated with ba-
nana as often as green is, because yellow is sensed and taken
for granted as part of the common ground (and thus unstated),
whereas green is unusual and thus important to mention.

Despite their differences, both approaches incorporate the
insight that words depend on each other for their meaning
(Kang, 2018; Schulte Im Walde & Melinger, 2008; Gruenen-
felder, Recchia, Rubin, & Jones, 2016). This means that in
both, some words are depended on more than others. We call
these core words: the words that are representationally cen-
tral to the mental lexicon. In models built from word asso-
ciations, the core words are those that are linked to the most
other words, which we identify here based on a measure of
centrality called INSTRENGTH (defined below).

Another way to identify core words is to focus on the pro-
cess rather than the outcome of building the network. For
instance, the preferential attachment hypothesis suggests that
semantic networks are built up by attaching new words to ex-
isting ones (Brysbaert, Van Wijnendaele, & De Deyne, 2000;
Hills, Maouene, Maouene, Sheya, & Smith, 2009; Steyvers
& Tenenbaum, 2005). It thus implies that the core words are
the ones that are acquired earliest and have a lower age of
acquisition (AOA). For distributional language models, we
define core words as those that occur most frequently in nat-
ural language, measured using corpus word frequency (WF).
Word frequency is directly analogous to INSTRENGTH: the
central words in a graph derived from distributional statistics
are the most frequent ones. It is also highly correlated with
other possible measures of coreness like contextual diversity
(Hollis, 2020).

As Table 1 reveals, the core words picked out by these dif-
ferent approaches capture their essential characteristics. High
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Table 1: Top 10 core words in each core word list.

AOA WF INSTRENGTH

1 mom go money
2 potty know food
3 water come water
4 wet like car
5 spoon right music
6 nap think bird
7 dad good sex
8 grandma want love
9 hug see dog

10 shoe say old

frequency words tend to be more semantically depleted and
polysemous, reflecting their versatile use in many commu-
nicative contexts (Jorgensen, 1990; Tragel, 2001). Words that
are central in semantic networks tend to reflect psycholog-
ically important categories (Steyvers & Tenenbaum, 2005;
De Deyne, Navarro, et al., 2016), and early-acquired words
tend be salient to children (Bates et al., 1994).

The study of core words has a long tradition in linguis-
tics, ranging from creating vocabulary lists for pedagogical
purposes (Carter, 1987; Ogden, 1930; West, 1953) to stud-
ies of centrality in dictionary definitions (Vincent-Lamarre
et al., 2016), to the search for universal semantic primitives
(Wierzbicka, 1996). These treatments of core words do not
always focus on psychologically-motivated theories of mean-
ing discussed earlier. As such, they have not often been em-
pirically compared to assess how well they account for hu-
man behaviour, nor have core words been used to experimen-
tally adjudicate between the different psychological theories
of meaning they reflect. This is the gap our work fills. We
present people with a simple word-guessing game involving
hints and targets from different core word lists. Our question
is which core word list – and thus which psychological theory
of meaning – best explains human behaviour in this game.

The notion of using word games to investigate the mental
lexicon is not new (Moskvichev & Steyvers, 2019; Kim, Ruz-
maykin, Truong, & Summerville, 2019; Shen, Hofer, Felbo,
& Levy, 2018; Xu & Kemp, 2010; Heath, Norton, Ringger, &
Ventura, 2013). Not only are such games cognitively natural
and even fun, they provide data that can be used to quantita-
tively compare the predictions made by different theories of
semantic meaning. In our task, which varies which core word
lists (INSTRENGTH, WF, or AOA) provide the hints and tar-
get words, we focus on two main questions. First, which
type of core words are the most effective hints? And sec-
ondly, which type of core words are the easiest-to-guess tar-
gets? Based on the logic that more peripheral words should
be harder to guess and/or harder to guess with, if any of the
core word lists results in higher performance, that may be an
indication that those words are core in people’s actual lexi-
cons, and thus that the theory of meaning they correspond to
offers a better account of human semantic representation.

Figure 1: Sample trial. People were given up to six hints to
guess the target word (a simple English word they were told
was a password for unlocking a computer). Targets and hints
were drawn from different core word lists, and participants
tried to guess each password with as few hints as possible.

Method
Participants
500 participants were recruited from Amazon Mechanical
Turk and paid $4.16 for the 20-25 minute task; of these,
487 had non-corrupted data files, and 479 passed the pre-
registered1 check trials (described below). Ages ranged from
20 to 79 years old (M = 40.47) and 46% were female. 90.5%
reported being native English speakers, and all passed a qual-
ification assessing English proficiency.

Procedure
Participants completed the task online after giving consent,
providing optional demographic information, reading the in-
structions, and answering two questions about them.

The task was set up as a game in which participants were
asked to unlock computers by guessing their passwords based
on a series of related hint words. Each trial corresponded
to a computer with a different password and the goal was
to unlock as many computers in as few attempts as possi-
ble. Participants were informed that each password was a
simple, common English word. One hint word was revealed
at a time, with people making a guess at the password after
each one. Hints were presented in order of their similarity
to the target word, with the most similar hint shown first. A
trial ended (and the password revealed) either if the password
was successfully guessed or six hints had been provided with
no success. As Figure 1 shows, participants were able to see
the hints they had seen so far, their previous guesses, and the
number of attempts remaining on that computer. They were
also shown a running tally of how many computers were suc-
cessfully unlocked and how many computers were remaining.

After a practice trial, each participant completed 24 exper-
imental trials and two non-experimental catch trials that were

1https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=LZR XCT.
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designed to be substantially easier to guess than the experi-
mental ones (their target words were fish and hour). As pre-
registered, we excluded any participant who failed to guess
either of these words (eight in total). Except for the catch
trials, which were the same and always on the 10th and 20th

trials, the targets, hints, and order was randomised for each
person. We manipulated three factors within subject in a
4× 3× 2 design: target condition, hint condition, and sim-
ilarity type (all described below). These factors were fully
counter-balanced such that each of the 24 combinations of
factors was seen exactly once by each participant.

Materials
Core word lists Word association data was sourced from
the Small World of Words project, which contains associ-
ations for over 12,000 English words (De Deyne, Navarro,
Perfors, Brysbaert, & Storms, 2019). From this, each word
was assigned an INSTRENGTH coreness score, calculated as
the sum of the weights of all edges directed toward that node,
where edge weights represent associative strengths; words
that are commonly given as associates of other words have
higher INSTRENGTH and thus are more core. The AOA
coreness score was assigned based on norms sourced from
Kuperman, Stadthagen-Gonzalez, and Brysbaert (2012), such
that earlier-learned words are more core. Finally, the WF
coreness score, corresponding to the language-based ap-
proach, was based on the SUBTLEX database (Brysbaert &
New, 2009), such that more frequent words were more core.
INSTRENGTH and WF measures were log-10 transformed.

Once these lists were identified, we grouped together in-
flectional forms of the same lemma (e.g., run, runs, running)
in order to focus on lexical concepts. For the same reason,
function words (e.g., determiners, auxiliary verbs, and prepo-
sitions) were excluded. Finally, a few additional words had
to be removed because they were not in the word associa-
tion lexicon or text corpus and it was therefore impossible
to match hint words to targets (see below for details); this
mainly affected early-acquired words like oink or popsicle.
Each of the three core word lists consisted of the top 300
words on that measure (see Table 1 for some examples).

In order to enable comparison of coreness scores across
lists, each of the three measures was normalised by comput-
ing the difference between each word and the first word, di-
vided by the difference between the first and 300th word. As
a result, 0 corresponds to the word that is the most core on a
given list and 1 corresponds to the 300th word on it.

Target conditions There are four target conditions, each
corresponding to a list with 24 words (see Table 2). Tar-
get words in the AOA, WF, and INSTRENGTH conditions
were selected because they were more core on that measure
and less (but equally) core on the other two, while those in
the EQUAL condition were selected to be equally core on all
three measures.2 The first three conditions allow us to ex-

2The mean coreness of words on their own lists is: AOA 0.73,
WF 0.59, INSTRENGTH 0.59. The mean coreness of those words

Table 2: Target words in each target condition.

AOA EQUAL WF INSTRENGTH

rice park ready anger
doll block hope music
bite middle send pain
plate cross use paper
tail stop know religion
grandma roof thing round
pillow face stuff sea
arm chain trouble sick
crayon stick go beach
brush push take snake
bathroom head find strong
boot sound spend boring
snack story marry tool
butt age keep warm
hungry tie follow white
hug tear way wood
door mess pick book
breakfast storm call car
neck parent room clean
hill repeat look dirty
kitchen cute die drink
bottle choose make fat
towel low remember horse
cookie big wait light

plore whether it is easier to guess target words that are core
under different theories of meaning (WF for language-based,
AOA for preferential attachment, INSTRENGTH for word as-
sociations). The EQUAL condition allows us to ask whether
different hint words are more or less useful (see below for a
more complete description of hint word selection).

Hint conditions Each target word was associated with
three possible sets of hints corresponding to the three hint
conditions (AOA, INSTRENGTH, WF). Thus, one of the hint
lists was congruent with the target word (with hints and tar-
gets selected from the same list) and the other two were in-
congruent. Each participant who saw a given target word was
shown hints from one of the three hint lists, counterbalanced
so that no participant saw any target word or target / hint con-
dition combination more than once. This ensured that over
all trials, any differences in performance between target con-
dition or hint condition could not be the result of differences
in congruency between targets and hints.

on the other lists is: AOA 1.44, WF 1.29, INSTRENGTH 1.2. This
means, for instance, that WF target words had an average coreness
of 0.59 on the WF list, but 1.29 on the other two (AOA 1.31, IN-
STRENGTH 1.26). That is, they are words that the language-based
approach predicts are more core (because they are higher in fre-
quency) but the other approaches predict are less (because they are
less central to the semantic network and not learned as early). The
words in the EQUAL target condition had an average coreness of
1.12 on all three lists (AOA 1.11, WF 1.11, INSTRENGTH 1.13).
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Figure 2: Accuracy by hint and target condition. Mean ac-
curacy in guessing the target word as a function of what core
word list the targets and hints were generated from. The y
axis shows the proportion of time each target word was suc-
cessfully guessed. Dots indicate target words; error bars are
standard error. There was a significant effect of target con-
dition, with INSTRENGTH target words guessed most accu-
rately and WF targets guessed least. There was no significant
effect of hint condition.

Similarity type For each target word, the hints correspond-
ing to each core word list were selected to be the top six most
semantically similar words to the target. After this process,
66 hint words (1.91%) were removed because they were vari-
ants of other hints or targets (e.g. grandmother and grandma).
In these cases, the hint word with the lower semantic similar-
ity was replaced with the next-most similar word.

Since similarity is a function of the semantic space being
assumed, we used two different methods to calculate simi-
larity, each corresponding to a different theoretical approach:
based either on random walk distributions extracted from a
word association network (RW similarity), or based on em-
beddings in the language-based model word2vec. RW simi-
larity is closely related to the Katz Index and is calculated as
the cosine similarity between the distribution of all weighted
indirect paths between two words in a directed weighted
graph. As in De Deyne et al. (2019), associative strength
(i.e. the proportion of participants producing a word as an
associate to another) was transformed to positive pointwise-
mutual information and the decay parameter α that deter-
mines the contribution of longer paths was set at the default
0.65. Word embeddings were taken from publicly available
fastText vectors (Mikolov, Grave, Bojanowski, Puhrsch, &
Joulin, 2018), which were trained on the CommonCrawl cor-
pus with 630B word tokens. For each pair of words, the simi-
larity between the two was obtained by calculating the cosine
of their 300-dimensional embeddings.

The difference between these two methods of calculating
similarity is not the topic of current investigation, but we
implemented both measures since performance can vary de-
pending on the measure (Heath et al., 2013; Shen et al., 2018).

This ensures that any differences in performance between hint
and target conditions are not the result of the particular sim-
ilarity metric assumed. All analyses were computed sepa-
rately for each similarity type, but for space reasons we re-
port only the RW hints here; performance was better across
the board for them, and none of the main qualitative results
vary for different similarity measures. The supplemental ma-
terials contain all analyses as well as the full set of hint lists.3

Results
Main analyses
We preregistered two outcome measures: accuracy (the pro-
portion of time a target word was correctly guessed) and num-
ber of guesses (for those targets that were correctly guessed,
how many attempts it took on average). We only report the
results for accuracy here, in part because of space limitations,
and also because number of guesses was difficult to interpret
since it was conditioned on successfully guessing the word.
The complete set of analyses involving both measures can be
found in the Supplemental materials.

Overall, the task was difficult, with 27.8% of all trials re-
sulting in a successful guess. Participants varied widely, from
an overall accuracy of 4.17% to 58.3%. The high level of dif-
ficulty likely reflects the fact that the hints were drawn from a
restricted set of core words rather than the full vocabulary, as
is typical in similar word games. Still, the high accuracy on
the easier catch trials (88% on average) indicates that people
understood the task and were completing it as intended.

The mean accuracy for each target word in each hint con-
dition was computed by averaging over individual trials. A
4 × 3 two-way ANOVA was conducted at the target-word
level comparing mean accuracy across hint condition and tar-
get condition. As Figure 2 illustrates, there was a significant
main effect of target condition, F(3,276) = 10.82, p < .001,
but no significant effect for hint condition and no interac-
tion. Tukey post-hoc pairwise comparisons showed that IN-
STRENGTH, WF, and AOA target conditions all significantly
differed from each other (all ps < .05), with the highest accu-
racy achieved for INSTRENGTH and the lowest accuracy for
WF. Accuracy was also significantly higher (p = .001) for
INSTRENGTH than EQUAL target words. Figure 3 shows the
accuracy for each of the target words in each target condition.

Exploratory analyses
Why were the INSTRENGTH target words consistently easier
to guess, and the WF words more difficult? Our experiment
was motivated by a desire to compare the psychological the-
ories of semantic representation that each core word list re-
flects, but in order to draw conclusions about those theories it
is necessary to delve further into these results. After all, the
conditions differ in several ways, reflecting many of the natu-
ral differences between the core word lists and the approaches
they reflect. Which of them drove this effect?

3Supplemental Materials are here: https://github.com/
andreww3/CogSciCoreWords
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Figure 3: Individual word accuracy by target condition. Histograms show the mean accuracy for each target word, split by
target condition (panels). Words in all conditions varied considerably in how easy they were to guess, but the INSTRENGTH
target words consistently had higher accuracy and the WF target words had lower.

Looking at the target words, one immediate possibility is
that the target conditions vary markedly in their part of speech
(see Table 3). If some parts of speech (like nouns) are easier
to guess than others (like verbs), might this explain the differ-
ence between target conditions? Indeed, a one-way ANOVA
showed that the target word part of speech significantly af-
fected accuracy, F(2,93) = 4.24, p = .02, with post-hoc tests
indicating that accuracy was significantly higher for nouns
compared to verbs, p = .01. Hence, it is possible that the
better performance for INSTRENGTH target words and worse
performance for WF arises from the differing numbers of
nouns and verbs in those conditions.

While this is almost certainly part of the explanation, sev-
eral considerations suggest that it is not the complete pic-
ture. As can be seen in Figure 4, differences between the
target conditions remain even after taking part of speech into
account. For example, considering only nouns, accuracy is
still higher in the INSTRENGTH condition: a Kruskal-Wallis
ANOVA for the noun target words only shows a significant
difference in accuracy by target condition H(3) = 8.99, p =
.03, with a significant difference between INSTRENGTH and
WF, p = .04. While we caution against strong inferences due
to the unbalanced design and low numbers of observations
in some cells, this tentatively suggests that although differ-
ences between target conditions may be partly driven by part

Table 3: Part of speech distribution across target conditions.

N V Adj
INSTRENGTH 15 0 9
AOA 21 2 1
WF 5 18 1
EQUAL 12 9 3
Total 53 29 14

of speech, this is probably not the full picture.
Another possibility is that target conditions might differ in

their relationship to the hints. For instance, it is probably eas-
ier to guess targets when the hints are very similar to them. If
INSTRENGTH target words for some reason tend to have hints
that are more similar to them than other target words, that
might explain the improved performance. However, we found
that the INSTRENGTH target words did not have the highest
similarity to their respective hints (Figure 5, left panel). In
fact, the highest similarity between hint and target words oc-
curred in the AOA condition, and similarity was comparable
between WF and INSTRENGTH conditions. Higher semantic
similarity of target and hint words therefore cannot explain
the improved performance for INSTRENGTH target words.

Still another hypothesis is that it may be easier to guess a
word if hints are more unrelated to each other and thus span
the semantic space better: apple is easier to guess from red
and fruit than it is from red and green. However, as shown in
Figure 5 (right panel), the pairwise similarity among the hints
in the INSTRENGTH condition was not significantly lower
than the pairwise similarity among the hints in the WF con-
dition (p = .55). Thus, we cannot explain the INSTRENGTH
target word advantage as arising due to differences in related-
ness of hints to each other in that condition.

Discussion
We used a word-guessing game to compare different psy-
chological theories of semantic representation, evaluating
whether people performed better using words from differ-
ent core word lists corresponding to different theories. We
found that although the type of hints did not make a differ-
ence to performance, there was a difference with regards to
the type of target words: accuracy was highest for the IN-
STRENGTH targets, followed by the AOA targets, with the
lowest obtained for the WF targets. Additionally, this result
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Figure 4: Differences in accuracy by part of speech of tar-
get word. The y axis shows the proportion of time each target
word was successfully guessed. There was a significant effect
of part of speech, with nouns guessed most accurately. How-
ever, even within nouns, INSTRENGTH target words were
guessed more accurately, suggesting that part of speech alone
cannot explain the difference between target conditions.

could not be explained based only on part of speech or simi-
larity between targets and hints.

The differing effects of target and hint condition illustrate
a clear asymmetry between the matter of which words are
hard to guess and which are hard to guess with, where only
the former mattered for the task, an unexpected result. This
suggests that as participants search through semantic mem-
ory, the points from which the search process begins (i.e., the
hints) are much less important than how readily available the
target words are and how easily they emerge along the search
process, suggesting that they occupy central or prominent po-
sitions in the semantic representation. It is in this sense that
INSTRENGTH words are more core: they are more cogni-
tively prominent and come to mind more easily compared to
the AOA and WF words.

Overall, these results suggest that the content from which
the INSTRENGTH words are derived – namely, word associa-
tions rather than external language use – may provide a better
account of lexical representation, at least as accessed in this
game. The second-best performing target condition, AOA,
is like INSTRENGTH in that it also reflects a conceptual-
semantic account of mental representation. By contrast, the
lower performance obtained for the WF target words sug-
gests that language-based models may not provide as good
an account for human semantic representations. This find-
ing is in line with previous research showing that word as-
sociation models, compared to language-based models, bet-
ter predict key semantic properties (Vankrunkelsven et al.,
2018) and human similarity judgements (De Deyne, Perfors,
& Navarro, 2016), and incorporate more non-linguistic infor-
mation (De Deyne et al., 2021).

One concern might arise from low accuracy overall, which
may suggest that the hints in general were not very effective.

Figure 5: Differences in hint-target similarity and hint-
hint interrelatedness by target condition. The y axis shows
the average similarity between all pairings of targets and hint
lists (left) and the average similarity between each of the
pairs of hints in each hint list (right), split by target condi-
tion. AOA targets had the highest similarity to their hints,
with INSTRENGTH not substantially different than the others.
Hints were most related to each other in the AOA condition,
with no significant differences among the others. Together,
these results suggest that the improved performance on IN-
STRENGTH target words cannot be explained by differences
in similarity or hint relatedness.

Why might this be? One possibility is that there is a large
component of word meaning that is not accounted for by our
set of 300 core words. Given that most adult vocabularies
contain tens of thousands of words, this seems plausible: al-
though core words are at the heart of the lexicon (Vincent-
Lamarre et al., 2016; Wierzbicka, 1996), more peripheral
words still contribute in an important way. A second non-
mutually exclusive possibility is that the relatively crude pre-
sentation format of the hint words – as discrete lists of words
with an unspecified relation to the target – did not allow peo-
ple to meaningfully combine the hint words to construct word
meanings and fully leverage the purported “core” properties
of these hints. Further research may involve hint lists that are
constructed in different ways. Is the INSTRENGTH advan-
tage for target words retained if hints can be drawn from all
vocabulary items, or from a restricted set of non-core words?

We conclude by adding two caveats to our main conclu-
sion. Firstly, as discussed earlier, our claim is less about the
format of the semantic representation (e.g., distributional vs.
network), and more about the content that those representa-
tions encode: associative content provides a better account
than linguistic content. Secondly, we have tested a limited
number of measures of coreness and there are many alter-
native measures that could be considered for both represen-
tations. While the current comparisons have been useful as
a first approximation of the research question, further studies
should broaden the scope of the measures under investigation.
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